Accreditation serves as a mark of quality assurance within international schools and is provided by several U.S. regional and global accreditation agencies. When searching for a new position to teach overseas, it may be helpful to search for schools that are either accredited or in the process of becoming accredited to provide candidates with some assurance regarding the quality of the educational program within the school.

### INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL ACCREDITATION AGENCIES

**Some of These Include:**

- **Cognia** is the accreditation organization for DoDEA schools. Cognia serves more than 31,000 public and private schools and districts across the United States and in more than 75 countries.
- **American Council on Education (ACE)** is a professional organization that represents 500 membership communities and 65,000+ educators and leaders of color with a focus on advocacy, learning, and research.
- **Middle States Association (MSA)** has performed regional accreditation of schools in the United States and independent schools of American origin since 1887. Middle States Association (MSA) has performed regional accreditation of schools in the United States and international schools of American origin since 1887.
- **NCPSA** was created in 1993 as a private organization dedicated to accrediting American private schools on a national level.
- **ASAIE (AAIE)** serves a network of 200+ American/International Schools worldwide as a communications and facilitating link building relationships with schools and their respective educators and administrators.
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